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Weakly Compact Linear Operators on Function Spaces
By Junzo WADA

R. G. Bartle [3], Grothendieck [14] and Bartle, Dunford and J.
Schwartz [4] have considered various problems on weakly compact (or
compact) linear operators on function spaces (especially, Banach spaces
of continuous functions). Our main purpose is to establish some extensions of these results. After some preliminaries in § 1 we give in
§§2 and 3 representations of weakly compact (or compact) linear operators on the locally convex topological spaces of all continuous functions
on general topological spaces, obtaining as results some extensions of
theorems of Grothendieck (cf. Theorems 2 and 4). As an application
of Theorem 1 in § 2 we consider in § 4 the simultaneous extension of
continuous functions. Michael [17~| has proved namely the following
theorem: if X is a metric space and if F is a closed subset in X> then
there is a simultaneous extension of C@(F) into Cx(X) (cf. § 4). We
show here that this theorem remains true if X and F are taken to be
more general topological spaces and if C®(F) is replaced by a relative
compact subset (cf. Theorem 5). Finally, we deal in § 5 with the spaces
of summable functions, giving representations of weakly compact linear
operators of the space of summable functions on a Kakutani space (cf.
§ 1) into a Banach space (cf. Theorem 6).
§ 1. Preliminaries
Let £, F be locally convex topological linear spaces. A continuous
linear operator T of E into F is said to be weakly compact (or compact)
if T maps a neighborhood of 0 in E into a relative weakly compact (or
relative compact) subset in F. A locally convex topological linear space
E is said to be barrelled if any closed, symmetric^ convex and absorbing
subset in E is a neighborhood of 0 in E. Let E be a locally convex
topological linear space and let S be an equicontinuous symmetric convex
w*-compact subset in the dual space Er of E. Then Efε denotes a Banach
space whose unit sphere is £. Let X be a topological space and let <S be
1) Let E be a locally convex topological space. Then a subset A in E is said to be symmetric if λxeA
for any x e A and for any real number λ with |λ|<Ξ[l.
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a set of compact sets in X. "\J(S> = X" denotes that the sum of all sets
in @ is X. By C<s(X) we denote the locally convex topological linear
space of all real-valued continuous functions on X with the topology of
uniform convergence of sets in @. Also, by CU{X) we denote the
Banach space of all bounded real-valued continuous functions on X with
the norm ||/|| = sup|/(#)|. A subset A in C<s(X) is said to be equicontinuous if for any £^>0 and for any point x0 in X there is a neighborhood U(x0) such that \f(x) — / O 0 ) l < £ for any xe U(x0) and for any/G A
Let £ be a locally convex topological space and let T be a linear
operator (not necessarily continuous) of E into Cs(X). Then T is said
to be equicontinuous if there is a neighborhood V of 0 in E such that
T(V) is contained in an equicontinuous,set in C®(X).
Let X be a topological space. Then X is said to be a k-space if whenever Ur\K is an open set in K for a subset U in X and for any compact
subset K m X, U is an open subset in X (cf. Kelley [16]). Also X is
said to be a k0-space if whenever Ur\ if is a neighborhood of ΛΓ0 in K for a
subset U( 3 jtr0) and for any compact subset K( 3 x0), U is a neighborhood
of Λ'o in X A neighborhood need not be here an open set (cf. [19]).
A &0-space is a &-space and any completely regular space satisfying the
1st axiom of countability or any locally compact Hausdorff space is
always a &0-space (and therefore a &-space). Let X be a topological
space. Then we consider a topological space X satisfying the following
condition : if a real-valued function / on X is continuous on any compact
subspace K in X, then / is continuous on X. Let @ be the set of all
compact subsets in X. Then Warner [20] has proved that C<s(X) is
complete if and only if X satisfies the above condition. Therefore if X
is a &0-space (or a &-space) and if @ is the set of all compact subsets
in X, then C®(X) is complete.
We first prove the following generalized Ascoli's theorem.
Lemma 1. Let X be a ko-space and let @ be the set of all compact
subsets in X. Then a set A in C<&(X) is relative compact if and only if
A is an equicontinuous set in C®(X) and A(x)= {f(x)\f£ A} is bounded
for any xeX.
Proof. If A is an equicontinuous set in C@(X) and A(x) is bounded
for any xeX, then A is relative compact (cf. [6] § 4). Therefore we
have only to prove that if A is compact, then it is equicontinuous. By
Bourbaki (cf. [6] §4) we have only to prove that for any feA and for
any x in X> (/, x)^f(x) is continuous. Since X is a &0-space, C@(X) is complete. By Bourbaki ([7] § 4.1.) the closed convex envelope T(A) of A is
compact, so we can assume that A is convex. B=A—A= {f—g\f, g€ A}
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is convex and compact. For any x0 in X and any £ > 0 we put U=
{*: \f(x)\<2/3eiίfeBr\W(xo,l/3S)}2\
Then Ucontains x0. We here
assert that U is a neighborhood of x0 in X Suppose that U is not a
neighborhood of #0 in X. Then there is a compact subset K3xQ such
that Ur\K is not a neighborhood of x0 in if, since X is a &0-space.
Therefore there is a directed set {xj} in if such that Xj converges to x
and Xj £ U. By the definition of U, there is a directed set /} in B such0
that l/yOy) I ^ 2 / 3 6 and |/}(*<>) | < l / 3 6. Since 5 is compact, the directed
set {fj} has a cluster point / 0 in B. For any v^>0, there is a /0 such
that \fo(Xj)—fo(Xo)\<Cv/2 for any j^j0.
Since / 0 is a cluster point of
{//}> KA-/o)WKW2 for a Λ ^ Λ . Therefore l/oOO-ΛO^K?.
Since 97 is arbitrarily small and | / , (ΛΓ, ) | > 2 / 3 £ for any , |/ 0 (# 0 )l>2/3£.
This is a contradiction since |/ 0 (# 0 )|<;i/3£. Therefore U is a neighborhood of x0 in X By the definition of U9 we easily see that Br\ W(x09 1/3 θ)
CW(U,2f3S). We shall here prove that (f,x)->f(x) is continuous on
AxX.
If i 3 / , / 0 and f-foeW(xoy
1/3 6), then f-fQeBr\
W(xoy 1/36)
C TF(C/, 2/36), so l/W-/o(*o)l^l/(*)-/o(*)l + 1 / o W - Λ W K ^ if
x e V(xQ)r\ U (V(x0) = {x : \fo(x)-fQ(x0) | < 1/3 6). Thus the lemma is proved.
Let E be an arbitrary set and let v be a positive measure on a σ algebra on E such that E is measurable (but £ has not necessarily a
finite measure). Let L\Ey v) be the space of all v-summable functions
on E. Then there are a compact space X such that LΓ(Ey v) is equivalent
to C(JΫ) as Banach algebra. Moreover, there is a positive measure μ on
a dense open set X in X such that L^B, v) is isometric to L\X, μ) and
L°°(X. ^) is identical with C(X) (cf. [10], [11]). Thus the space X is a
Kakutani space according to Dieudonne (cf. [10]). X is the Cech compactification βX of X and is a stonian space (cf. [11]). A completely
regular Hausdorff space is said to be extremally disconnected (cf. [15])
if the closure 0 of any open set U is also open. An extremally disconnected compact Hausdorff space is stonian.
Let / be a set of indices. Then we denote by m{J) the space of
all bounded real-valued functions on / with ||jt;||=sup|.r(./)|, and denote
by co(J) the subspace of those x in m(J) for which the set of j with
x(j)\^>£ i s finite for each £^>0 that is, co(J) is the set of functions
vanishing at infinity on the discrete space /.
§ 2. The spaces of continuous f unctions3).
We here deal with weakly compact (or compact) linear operators
2) By W(K, ε) we denote the set of functions / in C<g(X) with
3) The most part of §§2 and 3 was announced in [19J.
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on the spaces of all continuous functions on general topological spaces.
Theorem 2 below is an extension of a result of Grothendieck [14].
Bartle [3] gave general forms of weakly compact (or compact) linear
operators of a Banach space into a Banach space CU(X). We first
extend this theorem to the case of locally convex topological linear
spaces.
Theorem 1. (i) Let E be a barrelled locally convex linear space.
Let Y be a completely regular Hausdorff space and let 8 be a set of
compact sets in Y with \J&=Y.
Then a linear operator T of E into
C<B(Y) is continuous if and only if there is a continuous mapping r of Y
into Ef with respect to the topology o-(E\ E) such that (Te)y=ζry, e> for
any eGE and for any yG Y.
(ii) Let E be a locally convex topological linear space. Let Y be a
completely regular Hausdorff space and let @ be a set of compact subsets
in Y with \J&> = Y, Then a continuous linear operator T of E into C&(Y)
is weakly compact if and only if there is a continuous mapping T of Y
into E'ε (Cf. § 1) with respect to the topology <r(E'εy Efε') for a symmetric
convex w*-closed equicontinuous set S in E' and (Te)y = <jy> ey for e£E
and y£ Y.
(iii) Let E be a locally convex topological linear space. Let Y be a
ko-space which is completely regular , Hausdorff and let @ be the set of all
compact subsets in Y. Then a continuous linear operator T of E into
C<B(Y) is compact if and only if there is a continuous mapping T of Y
into Eε for a symmetric convex w*-closed equicontinuous set £ in E\ and
(Te)y=<τyy ey for eβE and y£Y.

Proof, (i) If T is a continuous linear operator of E into C&(Y),
its transposition T' is a continuous linear operators of C<&(Y)' (with the
topology σ(C<5(Y)'9 C(B(Y))) into Ef (with the topology σ(E',E)). Since
Y may be regarded as a subspace in C<s(Y)' (with the topology
A
σ(C@(Y)', C@(y))), if we put €ry=T'μy '>9 then r is a continuous mapping
of Y into Er (with the topology σ(E', E)) and {Te)y=<jyy ey for e € E and
y e Y. Conversely, let r be a continuous mapping of Y into Ef (with the
t o p o l o g y σ(E\ E)) a n d l e t (Te)y=<ry,

ey for eeE

a n d yeY.

Let K be

a compact subset in Y. Then τ{K) is o (E\ E)-compact. Since E is
barrelled, there is a neighborhood U of 0 in E such that r(K) C U°5) (cf.
[7]). For any e G U and for any y G Ky | (Te)y \ = \ <ry, ey \ ^ 1 . Therefore
T(U)CW(K, 1), so T is continuous.
4) μx denotes the Dirac measure, i.e. μ*(/") = /ΌO f° r a u y continuous function /.
5) Let i be a subset in a locally convex topological space E. A0 denotes the set of
elements / in E' with |/CA)|<:i.
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(ii) We first assume that E is a normed linear space. Let T be a
weakly compact linear operator of E into Gs(F). Then by Grothendieck
([14]. Lemma 1), T is a continuous linear operator of C<&(Y)' (with the
topology σ(C<s(Y)'y C@(Γ))) into E (with the topology σ{E\ E")). If we
put τy= T'μyy r is the required mapping. We prove the converse : if we
put {Te)y=ζτyy eyy we have only to prove that T' is a continuous linear
operator of C<s(YY (with topology σ(Cs(Y)\ Cs(Y))) into E' (with the
topology σ(E\ E")) (cf. [14]). For any μβCs(Y)\ there are a Ke& and
a real number δ^>0 such that μ£ W(K, δ)°. We define μκ(g) as follows :
6
μκ(^)=μ{g) if g\K '=g for £6C@(F) and £GC(/O. We see that ^ ( ^ >
can be defined as a Borel measure on K. We first prove that T'μ =
\rκ(y)dμκ(y)>
S'eE"

where τκ denotes the restriction of τ on K. For any

we have «τ(j/), *">, /*> = \ <^κ{y\ e"ydμκ{y).

Now, E (with

the topology σ(E\Eff)) satisfies the cDniition {EZ)Ί\ For, by Krein's
theorem the closed convex envelope of a <r(E', Z?")-compact subset in Er is
also o (E\ ^0-compact. Therefore the vector valued integral \ trκ(y)dμκ(y)>
exists and belongs to Ef.

For any e£E

<e, Tμ> = <Te, μ> = «r(y),

e\ μ>

Jκ{y)y eydμκ{y) = <β, j rκ{y)dμκ{y)y ,
so Tμ = [ rκ{y)dμκ(y).

For any e" € E"

<T'μ, S'> =
rκ(y), e">dμκ(y)=«r(y),

e"\

μ>.

We see here that a(y) = ζr(y)9 effsy is a continuous function on Y"If a directed set μ5 converges to 0 with respect to the topology
σ(C{Yyy C(Y)), then «τ(j>), ^ > , μ/>9 —0, so <T> y , ^ > ^ 0 . Therefore, if
E is a normed linear space, (ii) is proved.
Let E be any locally convex topological linear space and let T be a
weakly compact linear operator of E into G&(Y). Then there is a convex,
symmetric and closed neighborhood V of 0 in E such that T( V) is con tained in a weakly compact subset in C<s(F). Therefore T=Sj and j is
6) / | ϋ ί denotes the restriction of / on K.
7) A locally convex topological space E is said to satisfy the condition (EC) if the convexclosed envelop of any compact subset in E is also compact (cf. £8] § 4).
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the canonical linear operator of E onto Ev 8) and S is a weakly compact
linear operator of Ev into C®(Y). Since Ev is a normed linear space, there
is a continuous mapping τ 1 of Y into Ey' with respect to the topology
<r(Ey',Ey") such that (Sέ)y=<r1y,έ> for any yeY and for any έ€Ey.
If we put 6 = y°, Ey=E'e> then there is a continuous mapping T of F into
JSg with respect to the topology σ(E'e,E") such that (Te)y = ζτyy ey for
any yeY and for any e£E. The converse may be proved similarly,
(iii) We can easily prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2. A continuous linear operator T of E into C<B(Y) is equicontinuous if and only there are a mapping r of Y into Ef and a symmetric convex w*-closed equicontinuous set 8 in Ef such that for any λ ] > 0
and for any y0 in Y r(y) — rr(y0)e'X£ for any y in some neighborhood U(y0)
of yoy and (Te)y=<ryy ey for eeE and yeY.
Now let T be a compact linear operator of E into C@(Y). Then
there is a symmetric convex neighborhood V of 0 in E such that T( V)
is contained in a compact subset A in C<s(Y). If we put
τ{y)=T'μyy
\«y), x>\ = \<T'μy9x>\ = \<μy9 Txy\^sup\g(y)\ for any xeV.
By
g£A

Lemma 1, | <V(jy), x> | ^ sup \g(y) I<C+ °° f ° r

an

Y x ^ V. Therefore r(y) e

sup I g(y) I V° = sup | g(y) \ £ (£ is an equicontinuous set in Ef). By Lemma 2
T is a continuous mapping of Y into E'ε. The converse is clear by
Lemmas 1 and 2.
From Theorem 1 we have the following
Theorem 2. Let X be a stonian space (cf § 1). Let Y be a completely
regular Hausdorff space satisfying the 1st axiom of countability and let
@ be a set of compact set in Y with \J&=Y.
Then any continuous linear
operator of C{X) into C®(T) is weakly compact.
Proof. Let T be a continuous linear operator of C(X) into G&(Y).
By Theorem 1, (i) there is a continuous mapping of Y into C(X)' with
respect to the topology σ(C(X)\ C(X)) and (Tf)y = <ry,f>. If a sequence
{yn} converges to y0 in Y, then τ(j;w) converges to τ(y0) on the topology
•σ(C(X)'y C{X)). By Grothendieck [14], r(yn) converges to r(y0) on the
topology <r(C(X)', C{X)")y so T is weakly compact (Theorem 1, (ii)).
The following corollary is proved by Grothendieck [14].
Corollary 1. Let X be a stonian space and let E be a separable^ com8)

1

We put N= Γ)n~ V.

Then £ v denotes the quotient space E/N with the norm induced

by the semi-norm | | # | | v = inf |λ| on E.
xζλV

9)

A topological space is said to be separable if it has a countable dense subset.
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plete Hausdorff locally convex linear space. Then any continuous linear
operator of C(X) into E is weakly compact.
Proof. Any element e in E may be regarded as a continuous functions fe on Ef with respect to the topolgy σ(E', E), i.e. fe{e') = <sey e'>
for any er G E''. If @ is the set of all ^-compact equicontinuous subset
in E\ then E can be embedded in C@(E') Since E is separable, Ef (with
the topology σ(E', £)) is metrizable, so by Theorem 2 the Corollary is
proved.
Corollary 2. Let X be an extremally disconnected space {cf. § 1) and
let @ be a non-empty set of non-void compact subsets in X. Let Y be a
compact Hausdorff space satisfying the 1st axiom of countability. Then
any continuous linear operator of C<&(X) into C(Y) is weakly compact.
Proof. Let T be a continuous linear operator of Gs(X) into C(Y).
Then there are a Ke& and a positive number S such that T(W(K> £))
C U, where U denotes the unit sphere in C(Y). Therefore T=Sj and j
is the canonical linear operator of C@(X) onto C{K)y i.e. for any feC<s(X)
jf is the restriction of / on K, and S is a continuous linear operator of
C(K) into C(Y). By the similar proof as Hewitt ([15]. p. 66), we can
prove that if X is extremally discounnected, then the Cech compactiίication βX is stonian. Therefore K is a compact subset in βX. If j \ is
the canonical linear operator of C(βX) onto C(K)> i.e. for any feC(βX)
j\f is the restriction of / on K, then Sjx is a continuous linear operator
of C(βX) into C(Y). Therefore S/Ί is weakly compact (Theorem 2).
This shows that S is weakly compact and so does T.
REMARK, (i) If a completely regular space X satisfies the 1st axiom
of countability, then Gs(X) is not, in general separable. There is a
compact Hansdorff space which satisfies the 1st axiom of countability
but is not metrizable (cf. [1]).
(ii) In Corollary 2 of Theorem 2, the compactness of Y is necessary : let X be the discrete space of all integers and let @ be the set of
all compact subsets in X (that is, the set of all finite subsets). Then
the identical mapping of C@(X) onto C®(X) is not weakly compact. But
X is extremally disconnected and satisfies the 1st axiom of countability.
§ 3. Kernel functions.
Bartle, Dunford and J. Schwartz [4] gave the representations of
weakly compact (or compact) linear operators of the space of continuous
functions on a compact space X into the space of continuous functions
on another compact space Y. They are represented by kernels. We
here deal with the case that X, Y are general topological spaces.
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Theorem 4 below is an extension of a result of Grothendieck.
We first extend a theorem of Bartle, Dounford and J. Schwartz to
the case of locally convex topological linear spaces.
Theorem 3. (a) Let Xy Y be completely regular Hausdorff spaces and
let Y be a σ-compact k-space. Let @ be the set of all compact subsets in
X and let % be the set of all compact subsets in Y. Then a continuous
linear operator T of C<B(X) into Cx(Y) is weakly compact if and only if
there are a kernel function k(x,y) on KxY(for
some Ke&) and a nonnegative Borel measure v on K such that
(*) (Tf)y=

\(f\K)(x)k(xy

y)v(dx)

and k satisfies the conditions :
( i ) for any yeYy
(ii)

k(xy y) e L\Ky u),

for any Borel set E in Ky I k(xy y) v(dx) is continuous function
JE

on Yy
(iii) for any HeXy

sup \\k(xy y)\v(dx) <^+oo .

(b) Let Xy Y be completely regular Hausdoff spaces and let Y be a σ~
compact k0 space. Let @ be the set of all compact subsets in X and let
% be the set of all compact subset in Y. Then a continuous linear operator T of C<B(X) into C%(Y) is compact if and only if there is a kernel
function k(xyy) on KxY (for some Ke&) and a non-negative Borel
measure v on K such that the equation (*) is satisfied and k satifies the
condition (i) and
(iv) if yλ-*y in Yy then
\im\\k{xyy)-k(xyy0)\v{dx) =
Proof, a) Let T be a weakly compact linear operator of C@(X)
into Cz(Y).
Then there is a Ke © such that T(W(K, 1))C some weakly
compact subset B in Cz(Y). Since B is weakly compact, it is pointwise
bounded, i.e. {g(y)\g € B} is bounded for any y in Y. If we put
A = f\n-1W(Ky

1)={/: f(K) = 0}y then T(A)C/\n-1B={0}.

Therefore

T=Sjy and j is the canonical linear mapping of C®(X) onto C(K) (i.e.
for fe C<&{X) jfis the restriction of / o n K) and S is a weakly compact
linear operator of C(K) into C%(Y). By Theorem 1, there is a continuous
mapping r of Y into C(K)' with the topology σ(C(K)'y C(K)") such that
(Sg)y = <jyy gy for any geC(K) and for any ye Y. For any feC<s(X)y

Linear Operators

=\ {f\K)τy(dx)y

\Ί1

since ry is a Borel measure on

K. Since Y is a σ -compact space, Y can be represented as a sum of a
sequence {Yw} of compact subsets. Since rYn is σ(C(K)\ CO^OΌ-compact,
by Bartle, Dunford and J. Schwartz ([4] Theorem 1.4), there is a positive
Borel measure vn on K such that vn(E)=0 implies \ry\(E)=0 for any
yeYn.

If we put ^ = Σ 1/2" vw/|K||, then we have that v(E) = 0 implies
w—i

I Ty !(£) = () for any yeY.

By Radon-Nikodym theorem, ry=k(xyy)v and

k{xyy)eL\Ky v) for any jG Y, so (T/)j; = j(/|ϋΓ)τj<^) = \(f\K)k(xyy)v{dx).
Let £ be a Borel set in K. Then we can regard the characteristic
function φE of E as an element in C"{K). Since for a directed set
{//} C C(/f) fj converges to φE with the topology σ(C"(K), C'(K)), we
have (S"φE)y=\
tθ \Ek{x,y)v{dx)

k(x, yΠdx).

For, (S/y)y=J/y(jc)*(Λr, y)v{dx)

converges

and (Sfj)y = <Sfj9 μy> = <fj9 S'μy>-*<<pE,S'μy>

= (S"<PE)y, so ( S > ^ = ( k{xyy)v(dx). Since S>^G C^(F), (
is a continuous function on Y for any Borel set E. Next, we put
Af= {Al/e L^/f, y)}, then C'{K)~>M. Any /eL M (ίί, v) may be regarded
as a continuous linear functional on M, i.e. for any μ = g»eM,we define
</, /A>= \ f(x)g(x)dv(x).

Therefore / may be regarded as an element in

C"{K). For any ye Y, (S"/)jι=<S7, /*,> = </, ^ > = </, τy> = </, t(x, y »
= ^f[x)k(x,y)v[dx). Now w e p u t / W = sgn*(j»r,<y). Then [S"f)y= \\k{x,y)Πdx).
Since S /7 /e Ca: (Y), we have that sup ί | k(x, y) \ v(dx) <+°°
HeX.

for any

Conversely, if k satisfies the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii), and

(Tf)y=\(f\K)k(x,

y)v(dx)y then T=Sj and j is the canonical linear

mapping of C<s(X) onto C(K) and S is a continuous linear operator of
C(K) into Ca:(Y). Let B{K) be the space of bounded Baire functions
of the 1st class, i.e. bounded functions which are limits of sequences of
continuous functions.

Then for any geB{K)y

(S"g)y=\ g(x)k(x> y)v(dx).

For, for any £ > 0 there is a finite set of Borel sets {E£} in K such
that \\g-Σ±ctjφEi\L^£.
For any yeHy
\g(x)k(x, y)v{dx)- j ( Σ αiφm)(x)k(xy y)»(dx)\
{yyyAdx)^e\

\k{xy y)\v{dx).
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Therefore Σ <** \ k(x, y)v{dx) converges to \ g(x)k(xy y)»{dx) uniformly in //, so \g(x)k(xyy)v(dx) is continuous on H. Since F is a
έ-space, \g(x)k(x,y)v(dx) is also continuous on Y (cf. §1). Therefore
for any ξeC{K)" S"ξeC%{Y) since C%{Y) is complete (cf. [14] §3).
This shows that S is weakly compact (cf. [14] Lemma 1).
(b) We have

, yλ)-k{χ,

yo)\v{dχ).

By the proof of Theorem 3 (a) and Theorem 1, (b) is then obvious.
From this theorem we obtain the following
Theorem 4. Let E be a separable metrizable locally convex linear
space and let J be a set of indices. Then any weakly compact linear
operator of co(J) (cf § 1) into E is compact.
Proof. If X is infinite we put X=J\j(po)y where p0 is an abstract
point. Let X be the compact space whose all points is isolated except
pOj i.e. a neighborhood of pQ in X is a subset of the form X— (aly •••,
an), where {aly •••, an} is a finite set in /. Then we may consider C(X)
insted of co(J). Next, yince £ is a separable metrizable locally convex
linear space, its completion E can be imbedded into Cx(Y) for a σcompact metrizable space Y (% is the set of all compact subsets in F 1(0 ).
Now, let T be a weakly compact linear operator of co(J) into Ey then
we can assume that T is a weakly compact linear operator of C(X) into
Cz(Y). By Theorem 3 (a), we can find a kernel k(x,y) and a positive
measure v on X. By a sequence {xn} in X we denote elements with
v((x))φθ. We put N={xn}.
For any subset B={xJn) CNy we set
μ>i(B) = Σ LKXjny yi)-Kxjny

jo)]K^ J

(for any ϊ).

By Theorem 3 (a), (ii), if a sequence {yj} converges to yQ in Y> μι(B)
converges to 0, and by (a) (iii), the norms of μέ are bounded as linear
functionals on C°°(N). Therefore, by Phillips ([19]. Lemma) lim Σ I ^«(^y) I
i

j

= 0. This shows that Theorem 3. (b), (iv) is satisfied, so T is compact.
The following corollary is proved by Grothendieck [14].
Corollary.

Any weakly compact linear operator of c0 into a locally

10) Since E is a Frechet space, it is barrelled (cf. [7J).
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convex Hausdorff topological linear space is compact.

Proof. Let £ be a locally convex Hausdorff topological linear space
and let V be a closed symmetric convex neighborhood of 0 in E. Let
Ev be the completion of Ev. Then Ev is a Banach space. We put
Tv=jvTf where j v is the canonical linear mapping of E into Ey. Since
c0 is separable, if F v is the closure of Tv(c0) in Ev, then F v is a separable
Banach space. Therefore, by Theorem 4, T v is a compact linear operator
of c0 into Fv. If U is the unit sphere of c0, then TV(C7) is contained
in a compact subset Kv in F v . Since E contained in the topological
product space UF V of F v , we see that T(U)CUKV. Since T(U) is
V

contained in a weakly compact subset in E, T is compact.
REMARK. From the above Corollary we have: let £ be a Banach
space whose dual E' is separable. Then any continuous linear operator
of the space m into Ef is compact.

§4. Simultaneous extension theorem11}
Let X be a metric space and let F be a closed subspace in X. Then
there is a simultaneous extension T of C<s(F) into C%(X) (@, £ denote
the set of all compact subsets in X, Y respectively), i.e. T is a nonnegative continuous linear operator of C<s(F) into Cx(X) and T/ is a
continuous extension of / for any feC<s(F) (cf. Michael [17] p. 802).
On the other hand, Day [9] gave an example of a compact Hausdorff
space X and of a closed subspace F such that there is no linear mapping CM(F) into CU(X) which is a simultaneous extension of all elements
of CU{F). His example is the following: Let X be the topological
product space of the closed unit interval /λ (λ e Λ) and let the set Λ of
indices be uncountable. Let S be the unit sphere of lq{A) with the
topology σ(lg(A)y

lp{A))y

where p^>l,

g^>l

and p-1 + q-1 = l.

Then we

may regard S as a closed subset in X and /^(Λ) as a linear subspace of
C(S). Day showed that there is no continuous linear operator T from
L = lp(A) into CU(X) such that, for any / in L, Tf is an extension of /.
If we put x(ξ) = ζx, ξy, ξ^Sy then x{ξ) is a continuous function on S.
Let U be the unit sphere of lp(A) and let ϋ= {x(ξ): x e U]. Then 0 is
a weakly compact subset in CU(S). For, since U is a σ{lp(A)y lg(A))
compact subset, any directed set in U has a cluster point in the topology
σ(lp(A)y lg(Λ)), so U is compact in the simple topology on CU(S) and for
11) The simulteneous extension theorem was considered by Dugundji [12], Arens [2] and
Michael [17] on the case of bounded coniinuous functions.
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any xeU, \x(ξ)\ = |<#, f > | ^ l (f 6S). Therefore, by Grothendieck [13],
U is a weakly compact subset.
We see that there is no simultaneous extension of U into CU{X).
But we have the following.
Theorem 5. Let X be a paracompact Hausdorff space and let F be a
k0-space which is closed in X. Let Abe a relative compac t subset in Cs(F),
@ denoting the set of all compact subset in F. Then there is a simultaneous
extension T of A into C%(X), % denoting the set of all compact subsets
in X, i.e. if /, g and af+βg (a> β real) are contained in A, then T{afJrβg)
= aTf-\-βTgy and Tf is a continuous extension of f for any feA.
Moreover, T is a continuous operator of A (with the topology induced by
C@(F)) into Cz{X).
Proof. Since F is a &0-space, C<s(F) is complete. Therefore the
symmetric convex closed envelope of A is compact, so we can assume
that A is symmetric, convex and compact. E = [C<&{F)~\A 12) is a Banach
space. Let S be a canonical linear mapping of E into C@(F), i.e. Sf=f
for any / G £ . Then S is a compact linear operator. By Theorem 1
there is a continuous mapping T of F into E' such that (Sf)y = ζry, /> for
any f

in E and for a n y y in F.

We p u t q(x> y) = \\τχ — τy\\Et.

This

pseudo-metric is extended on X (cf. Arens [2] p. 18), and we denote
the extension also by q. We put Fo= {x : q(x, F) = 0}. Then T can be
extended to F o continuously. This mapping is denoted by τ 1# We divide
elements of X into equivalent classes, by making x equivalent to y if
q(x,y) = 0. Let X* be the set of equivalent classes. If we define
#*(#*, y*) = q(x, y) for any x£x* and y€y*y then X* is a metric space
with the metric function q* (cf. Arens [2] p. 18). The canonical mapping j of X onto X* is continuous. Set jF0 = F$. Then F$ is closed in
X*. For any a£F0 we put f7"f(a*) = r1((2), then rf is continuous in F?.
Tf can be extended on X* continuously, and we denote the extension
also by Tf. By Michael ([17] p. 803) we can assume that for any compact C* in X* there is a compact subset Cf in F$ such that τf(C*)C
Γ(τf(C*)). We here put r1(χ) = rf(χ*) for any xeX. Then τt is continuous
on X and is an extension of T. We define (Tf)x = ζr1χyf> for any fe A
and JCGX Then T/ is a continuous extension of /, and if /, g and
ctf+βg€A, then T(af+Bg) = aTf+βTg.
We finally prove that Γ is a continuous operator of A (with the
topology induced by C<s{F)) into C%(X)y i.e. for any compact C in X
there is a compact subset K in F such that T[W(Ky l/2)r\A']cW(Cy 1).
12)

By £"^ we denote the Banach space whose unit sphere is A.
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Supposing the contrary, let &={Kj} be the directed set of all compact
subset in F. Then for any Ks there is an fjeW(Kjy
1/2)r\A and
Tfj £ W(C> 1) (for some compact subset C in X), i.e. there is a CjβC
such that
and

|7ftfa)l^l

(1)

|/ y (ff y )|^l/2.

(2)

Since jC^C* is compact, there is a compact subset Cf in FJ such
that
τf(C*)CΓ(τf(Cf))

(3)

By (3) we have that for any £ > 0 and for any cy there are finite
real numbers λj with Σ W I ^ l and c{eF0 (with (cl)*eCf) such that
Since

Therefore there is a rfy 6 {eft such that
|^l-6.
Since dfeCf
of {rfjf}. deF0.
so

(4)

and Cf is compact in Fo*, there is a cluster point
For any there is a j'O>j) such that \\r1d/ — r1

Now, since deFoy there is a d o £ F such that H^rf —τrfo||£;/<^£, i.e.
sup I Tf(d)-f(do)\<s.
For any / | Γ/y/(rf)-/y/(rf0)|<6, so |/ y /(d 0 )|^l-3θ
(by (4)). Put £ < l / 6 . Then for any / |/ y /(d 0 )|>l/2. By (2) d o ^ /
Since {Kj} is a directed set, do£F. This contradiction proves the
theorem.
f.t 5.

The spaces of summable functions

J. Dieudonne [10] has proved the following theorem : let E and E'
be dual linear spaces and let I be a Kakutani space (cf. § 1). Then
any continuous linear operator of L\X> μ) into Z?14) is of the form /->
I f{x)τχdμ{x)y where T is a weakly summable, weakly bounded mapping of
13)
14)

The ordering is defined by inclusion, i.e. jι^>j2 if Kjι'}KJ2.
£ denotes the completion of E with the topology σ(E, E'~).
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By Theorem 1 we can prove the following

Theorem 6. Let E be a Banach space and let X be a Kakutani
space. Then any weakly compact linear operator of L\Xy μ) (cf. § 1) into
E is of the form f->\f(x)erxdμ(x)15\

where T is a weakly continuous

mapping^ of X into E and τ(X) is contained in a weakly compact subset
in E.
Proof. Let T be a weakly compact linear operator of L\Xy μ) into E.
Then its transposition T is a continuous linear operator of Ef into C(X)
(Cf. § 1). By Theorem 1 there is a continuous mapping of X into E" (with
the topology σ(E", E')) and (TV)* ==<>*, efy for ef £ E' and xeX.
Since T
is weakly compact and τχ = T"μxy rx is contained in E (cf. [14] Lemma 1).
Therefore T is a continuous mapping of X into E (with the topology
σ(E, £'))• We have that for feL\Xy μ) and e'eE'<Tf *'> = </, TV> =
\ f(x)(jχy

e'ydμ{x)y so Tf=\f{x)erχdμ(x).

Conversely, let r be a weakly

continuous mapping of X into E and r(X) is contained in a weakly
compact subset in E. Since X is the Cech compactification of X (cf. § 1),
T is extended to a weakly continuous mapping τx of JΫ into E. By
Bourbaki ([8] § 4) for any ξ e C(JΫ)' \ τ1χξ(dx)

exists as an element in

E and for any e' eE'

J

j

^).

For any /eL 1 ^, ^)

and et SLE'
<TV, /> = <^, Tf> = \ f(x)<rχ, e'>dμ{x),
so T/e/ = <τ1xy e'> (for, <fr1Λr, ^> is the continuous extension of ζrx, e'y).

For any ξeC(X)'

<T'% e'y = <£, TV> = J < τ Λ efyξ(dx)

15)

^/O)™W*) is an element in E which <i /(#)rxdμix}, er}={f(x)ζrχ>e/ydμ(x)

for

any e' € £'.
16) r is said to be a weakly continuous mapping of X into E if it is continuous mapping
of X into E with topology σ (£, £ 0 .
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so T ξ=^τιχξ(dx)eE,
compact.
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Then by [14] Lemma 1, T is weakly

REMARK. By a similar method as Dieudonne ([10], 32-35), we can
prove a theorem of Phillips ([18], Theorem 5.4.) from Theorem 6.

(Received March 22, 1961)
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